The experiment shows that our proposed scheme can provide the satisfy results in comparison with baseline method.
INTRODUCTION
Text localization is a process to detect text areas in images. The text localization can be applied in many applications such as blind assistive systems [1], scene categorization [2] , robot navigation [3] , and content-based retrieval [4] . C. Yi, et al [1] proposed a camera-based wearable system to assist blind persons to read text labels from objects and output the text to the blind user via speech. The text regions are located by using image gradient, edge distributions and stroke orientations as features of Adaboost classifier. Pimup, et al [2] developed a framework that uses texts appearance in the scene to categorize the place of that scene image. X. Liu, et al [3] proposed an algorithm to detect text based landmarks such as nameplate and information sign for navigation robot under indoor environment. Edge strength, edge density and variation of orientation are used as features, and then morphological operators and some heuristic constraints are applied for clustering and filtering text regions in the scene. The other example of text localization application is a content based video retrieval system. H. Yang, et al [4] proposed an automated system to indicate and search lecture videos based 62 on video contents within large lecture video archives by analyzing speech and text information.
The text localization problem in the natural scene has been widely studied [5] - [15] . Text localization techniques can be categorized into two types that are region-based approaches [6] - [13] and texture-based approaches [14] - [15] . The region based approaches may use some segmentation techniques such as Maximally Stable Extremal Regions (MSER) [16] or Stroke Width Transform (SWT) [9] to extract sub-structures of the text objects. The regions-based approaches use bottom-up schemes to merge sub-structures of the text objects together to form the text regions by using the properties of region such as geometry, color, size, etc. or using their differences with the nearby background's properties. On the other hand, texture based approaches use the distinct textural properties of the text compared to the background. Examples of techniques in this category are using of wavelet, spatial variance, GLCM, etc.
S. M. Hanif et at. [6] presented a modification for Adaboost detector to detect the rectangular patches of text areas by using local features such as mean difference, standard deviation and histogram of oriented gradients. Then, the text areas are merged from the rectangular patches and are validated using multilayer perceptron (MLP) with edge, gradients and textural features.
The region-based text localization with SWT was proposed by B. Epshtein et at. [9] . SWT is used to calculate the thickness of stroke in the text character. The letter candidates are obtained by group the neighbor pixels together if they have similar stroke width. Some rules are employed to eliminate the components that are not part of the text. Texts are assumed to be on a line will have the similar value of stroke width, character width, height and space between the character and words. The chains of components that have certain length are considered to be the text lines.
H. Chen et al. [10] proposed an MSER based approach for text detection. The MSER algorithm is used to extract the connected components that are the parts of text candidates. MSERs are combined with Canny edges to created edge enhanced MSER. The connected components are paired and filtered by considering the geometric and stroke width features.
X. Yin et al. [11] developed another MSER based approach for detecting text in the natural scene. The MSER algorithm is applied to extract character candidates from the image. Then, the single linkage clustering is used to group the character candidates into text candidates. Distance measures in the clustering process are defined in the feature space of interval, width and height differences, top and bottom alignments and color difference. The optimal cut-off threshold for linkage clustering is detennined by using a novel distance metric learning algorithm. Finally, non-text candidates are eliminated by comparing posterior probabilities of text candidates corresponding to non-text in the feature spaces of height, width, aspect ratio, smoothness, and stroke width. One problem of text localization is the variety of characteristic and structure in mUltiple languages. Different languages have different character structures and text line structure. For example, in Chinese and Japanese languages, the texts can be written in both vertical and horizontal alignment. In Thai language, there are multi-level of the characters in each line. Thus, it is a challenge to develop a system that is robust to the language variation. The objective of this work is to develop a MSER-based scheme that robust to multiple languages, text structures, text alignments, affine transfonnations or perspective views. In this work, we develop the feature set and heuristic rule for clustering the MSER candidates and propose the cascade decision chain with double-threshold scheme to classify text and non-text candidates.
II.

PROBLEM OVERVIEW
The main problem of this work is how to locate any text in the scene without language, camera view and text alignment constraints. Fig. 1 shows some examples of different character structures and text line structures from various languages. For English language, the widths and heights of the different alphabets are not much varying and most of characters consists of only one connected component.
For Thai language, the sentence structure consists of many levels for some vowel and tone symbols and the character structures are composed of only one or two connected components. On the other hand, Japanese and Chinese characters may consist of many connected component in one character while the neighboring characters may be merged together into one connected component in Arabic. In addition, the alignments of characters in each language are also different. Chinese or Japanese languages, the sentences can be written in vertical lines.
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III. THE PROPOSED METHOD
An overview diagram of our framework is illustrated in Fig.2 . Our method is a MSER based scheme that is modified from [11] by applying the double-threshold scheme with cascade chain decision and modifying the features in order to make the framework more robust to the language variation and text alignments. The MSER algorithm can provide the interest regions for text candidates. Attributes such as area, position, color, size, and stroke width are extracted for each MSER component. Linkage clustering is applied to group the MSERs with have the similar properties. By using graph representation, every MSER component is modeled as a node in the graph. The connectivity between each pair of MSER components is defined based on differences of the component's attributes. After the clustering process, a line segmentation process is applied to break the groups that contain outliers or multiple text lines. The final process is the text and non-text classification. We develop the double threshold scheme with the cascade constraint decision chain for recognizing text cluster. The system initially categorizes the groups of MSERs into three classes that are text regions with high confidence (THC), text regions with low confidence (TLC) and non-text regions (NT). The different threshold levels are used to detennine the text regions with high and low confidences. The final text regions are collected from all THCs and TLCs that are connected to at least one THCs. Details of each process are described in the following sections.
A. MSER Extraction
The MSER [16] is a method to detect contours of the homogeneous connected regions in the image. In gray-scale images, the MSERs can be extracted by intensity thresholding. By increasing the threshold level, contours of the areas that have intensity over the current threshold are compared with the results in the previous threshold level. The MSER is acquired when the considered contour is stable in two consecutive thresholds.
The MSER algorithm is used as an initial process for extracting the interest regions that might be parts of texts. It can detect homogenous regions that have intensities contrasting to their boundary pixels. The MSER method can be used to extract the text areas, because texts tend to have distinct colors contrasting to their background. In this work, we set an upper bound of the number of MSER components that will be extracted from the image. Some MSER components are removed in this step based on size and aspect ratio criteria. The result of this step is denoted as a set of MSER components
Ci represents a list of pixels that belong to the i -th MSER component.
B. Attributes of MSER Components
After the MSER extraction process, the following attributes are detennined for every MSER component Ci . 2 ) ,X;3) , and X;4)
are the middle points of top, bottom, left, and right bounding box's edges, respectively. Fig. 3 shows an illustration for the defmition of five points of the spatial position attribute.
3) RGB Color: The RGB color attribute is defined as median of red (r ), green ( g ) and blue ( b ) color components of pixels that belong to the corresponding MSER component. The stroke width [12] - [13] is a parameter that measures thickness of the character's stroke. The stroke width can be measured by scanning every edge pixel in the object boundary and find the distance to the nearest edge pixel along the gradient direction of that pixel [12] . In this work, we use an average of stroke width calculated from each edge pixel as one of the attributes for measuring of the size of MSER component. Fig. 3 shows the illustration for the definition of stroke width. sWi denotes the average stroke width for the component C,. .ri eO.
c.. 
In order to determine the weight W ij connecting to the node C" the system determines a set of neighbor node candidates as (5) where N; denotes the set of neighbor node cand idates of C i • Tsp , Te L ' Tsz and Tsw are cut-off thresholds for the spatial distance, color difference, size difference and stroke width difference, respectively. According to (5), the neighbor candidates are defined as nearby components with similar color, size and stroke width. We use the parameter K for controlling the number of maximum connection in each node. In English language, only two connections allowed for each node should be enough for connecting the left and right text neighboring components in line structure of the English sentence. On the other hand, in Chinese language, to cover the connection of every connected component in intra-character and neighboring characters, three to fIve connections are required.
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D. Clustering
In this stage, the connected components are group together. G = {Gp G 2 , ... ,G M } denotes a set of group of connected components where each group G p is a set of components C; which satisfy the following three constraints. J) In each group G p E G , for every C; E G p , there is at least one component C j E Gp that wI} = I.
VpVi::Jj { C ; ,C j E Gp l W ij = I } (7) 2) In every pair of group G p' G q E G and p '* q , there is no component C; E Gp and Cj E G q that wij = I.
3) Every component C, belongs to only one group.
E. Line Segmentation
The clusters or groups that we obtain from the clustering process may contain characters from multiple lines in sentence structure or sometimes the non-text components are mixed with the text components. In order to improve the clustering results, the line segmentation process is applied by removing the connecting edges with the outlier orientation.
The process starts from identifying the major direction <l> p of all connecting edges in each group by separating the edge directions into several bins and finding the bin that have maximum votes. The edge direction Bij represents the geometric orientation of the vector from component C; to C j . As a result, Bij is defIned as the orientation of the vector from position x�O) to xjO) .
The system removes the connecting edges between component C, and Cj by setting wij = 0, if I Bij -<l> pi is over the threshold. After every outlier directions are eliminated and the connectivity of the graph is updated, the clustering process is repeated again to refine the set of connected components.
F. Group Attributes
After MSER components have been grouped together, the following attributes are determined for every group of component G, . 
2) Residual Errors of Polynomial Regression:
The residual error of the polynomial regression is a parameter to measures a geometrical structure of the component alignment. In general, texts are clustered in the line structures; therefore, the residual errors of the polynomial regression tend to be small for the text clusters. The residual error will become zero when the cluster aligns as a straight line. Since the best referrence points of alignment for curve fitting may be different as shown in Fig. 6 , in this work, we use five points of the spatial position attribute as the referrence points for polynomial curve fitting. As a result, the residual error of the polynomial regression can be defined as (11) 67 where PRE; is the residual error attribute of group G, and c:}kl is defined as a residual errors of polynomial curve fitting of set of spatial positions {xjklI C) E G/ }. According to (11) , to obtain the scale invarient property, the residual errors is normalized by an average length of the major axes of the components in that group.
3) Stroke Width Variance: The average stroke width varience SWV; is defmed as
SWV tends to be a small value for the text regions and high for the non-text regions.
4) Average Extent:
The extent is defmed as a ratio of the area of the component to the area of the component's bounding box. The average extent EXT; of each component G/ is computed as an attribute of the group. 5) Average Solidity: Similar to the extent, the solidity is defmed as a ratio of the area of the component to its corresponding convex area. We can use the solidity and extent to classify some groups of solid pixel distribution like brick walls as shown in Fig. 7 . The solidity attributes of each group is defined as an average solidity of every component in that group. SLD; denotes the average solidity in the group G;.
6) The Number of Holes: The number of holes is one of the parameters that can identify the non-character components. Typically, there is a few holes in the text's characters. In the proposed scheme, the number of holes appearing in each group G, is counted and normalized with the number of connected components in that group to obtain the average 
G. Group Classification
The final step in our text localization process is to classify the group. In this work, we proposed the double-threshold scheme in the cascade decision structure as shown in Fig. 8 . Similar to Canny edge detection, we initially divide the groups of components into three classes that are THC, TLC and NT. According to Fig. 8 , we have double levels of threshold or constraints called strong constraints and weak constraints. The THCs are the regions that satisfy all strong constraints of the group attributes. The constraint for each attributes can be determined from the posterior or likelihood probability collected from the training samples. The sequence of constraint checking is designed to minimize the computational cost. For example, the first constraint is NC that is very easy to find and can filter out a large number of components as shown in Fig. 5 . Only a few components are left for the Haralick's feature extraction which requires the highest cost. All of THC's components will finally be classified as the text regions. On the other hand, TLCs are defined as groups of components that satisfy all weak constraints but fail to satisfy some strong constraints. Only TLCs that connect to any THCs will finally be classified as the text regions while the other TLCs are rejected. The connectivity between TLCs and THCs are determined by normalized spatial distance, mean of major axis difference, group color difference and group stroke width difference.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this experiment, fifty natural scene images composed of many languages such as English, Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Arabic, and Thai with various text alignments and camera views are collected and used for testing the performance of the proposed scheme. In this experiment, the parameters and thresholds used in our proposed methods was set as shown in Table I . We evaluate the result of our process compare to H. Chen's method [10] . The result is evaluated by measuring precision and recall based on a text line oriented evaluation. If the text regions obtained from the systems contain more than 80% of all characters in the actual text lines, they are considered SWARO VSKr-� """"
HEALTH CENTRE The text lines that cannot be found by the systems are considered as false negatives. The reason why we did not use a word oriented evaluation which is widely used for evaluation of the English text localization is that many languages in the test set have no space between the words as in English and the word segmentation problem is still not included in this work.
Some example images of the results are demonstrated in Fig. 9-10 . The fust column illustrates the original images. The second column shows the text regions obtained from our proposed method. The last two columns are the result from [10] that has two assumptions. The fust assumption is that the texts are appearing in the brighter background, while the second assumption is that there are brighter texts appearing in darker background. Based on the results of this multi-language dataset with large variation in text alignments and camera views, we obtain the precision of 70.16% and the recall of 93.06% while H. Chen's method obtains the precision of 44.76% and the recall of 44.44%.
In this experiment, the proposed method is also evaluated based on a pixel-wise evaluation to observe the precision and recall in term of the areas that systems can be detected. Ground truth images are prepared as binary masks of text regions as shown in Fig. 11 . By comparing the binary masks of text regions obtained from the proposed method to the ground truth, we can obtain the precision of 59.38% and recall of 74.91%.
V.
CONCLUSIONS
The MSER based text localization using double-threshold scheme was presented in this paper. The objective of this work is to develop the framework to detect the texts in natural scene images that is robust to languages, text alignments, text line structures, and camera views. The MSER algorithm is used to initialize the regions of text candidates. The MSERs with similar properties are grouped. The groups are classified by using the double-threshold scheme. In the classification process, the short-circuit evaluation is used to reduce the complexity of the attributes extraction process. The groups that satisfy the set of strong constraints are labeled as text. The groups that do not satisfy the set of weak constraints are rejected. The groups that satisfy the set of weak constraints but do not satisfy any strong constraints are labeled as text if they are connecting to the groups that satisfy the strong constraints. Based on the experiment on the multi-language dataset, our proposed scheme yields the precision of 70.16% and recall of 93.06% based on the text line oriented evaluation.
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